
SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

QUATTRO PARENT LLC,

Index No. 651555/2017

Plaintiff,

v.

ZAKI RAKIB,

Defendant.

DIRECT TESTIMONY AFFIDAVIT OF JOSHUA HO-WALKER

STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

Joshua Ho-Walker, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am an employee of Newlight Partners LP ("Newlight"). Newlight commenced

operations as an independent investment manager on or about October 1, 2018, when part of the

Strategic Investments Group ("SIG") at Soros Fund Mañageiñcñt LLC ("SFM") completed its

spin-out from SFM. SIG was responsible for private equity investments at SFM and I was a

Priñcipal in the group. Newlight unanages a portfolio of direct private equity investments for

SFM. One such position is the investment in Quattro Parent LLC ("Quattro"), which SIG had

managed for the accoüñt of a private fund named Qüãütüm Strategic Partners, Ltd ("Queme").

I participated in the managcñicñ‡ of Quattro at all relevant periods as a member of its Board of

Mãñâgers (the "Board"). I am generally familiar with the facts and circumstances underlying the

lawsuit between Quattro and Zaki Rakib ("Mr. Rakib"). I make this affidavit based on my

personal knowledge of the following facts and upon a review of relevant materials and files.
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2. I submit this trial affidavit to provide the facts relevant to the question of

Quattro's value. I am particularly familiar with these facts because my role at SFM was to

manage, value, and make recommendations concerning Qassm's investment in Quattro. My

conclusion in November 2015 was that Quattro had no value for its shareholders. I held that

view in 2015 and that remains my view today. My view was shared by SFM, which marked

down the value of Q=±m's investment in Quattro to zero in September 2015. That value

remained zero in November 2015, and remains zero today.

My Background

3. I have a Bachelor of Science in finance and economics from the Stern School of

Business at New York University. And I have worked in finance since 2006. My first job was at

Merrill Lynch in its investment banking division. I was there from 2006 to 2008. In 2008, I

joined SFM and the SIG team, which was responsible for the firm's private equity investments.

In 2018, I moved to Newlight in connection with the spinout. I remain employed by Newlight

today as a Managing Director.

4. I am very familiar with the different tools used by investors to evaluate and value

cõmpañies and investment opportunities. That is, in a nutshell, my job. A standard measure of

the value of a company is its fair value (the price that would be received to sell an asset between

market participants at a certain date). Valuation methods include market approaches, based on

guideline public companics or comparable transactions, and income approaches, such as a

discounted cash flow.

5. For Quattro, our primary valuation methad was a discounted cash flow analysis

because the market lacked âppropriate comparables and Quattro was a start-up business with

limited revenues (and even greater expenses). In an earlier affidavit, I described the
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methodology behind a DCF analysis and reiterate that testimony here (P006 ¶¶ 14-18).

Essentially, we evaluated Quattro's long-term forecasts to preject the company's future operating

cash flows. We would then calculate the present value of those cash flows using a discount rate

that reflected the company's estimated cost of capital.

Ouattro's Corporate Structure and Business

6. Quattro is a holding co y. It has no employees and is controlled by a Board

of Mañagcis. Mr. Rakib, like me, served on Quattro's Board. The Board exercised substantial

input and control over Quattro and its subsidiaries. Mr. Rakib was an extremely active Board

member throughout 2015.

7. Quattro was the U.S. holding company for a telecommunications business in

Brazil. Beneath Quattro was a Brazilian company called Quattro Brasil Participaçõés Ltda.

("Quattro Brasil"). Quattro Brasil held two wholly owned Brazilian subsidiaries: On

Telecomunicacoes Ltda. ("On Telecom"), the operating company, and Sequoia

Telecomunicacoes Ltda ("Sequoia").

8. Here is an organizational chart for the Quattro group of compañics (the "Quattro

Group"):

Quattro

Parent

Quattro

Brasil

On

Telecom
Sequioa
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The Original Business Plan

9. On Teleceni was Quattro's principal asset. On Telecom held rights to a portfolio

of 15-year spectrum licenses (the "Spectrum Licenses"). The licenses allowed On Telecom to

build and operate a wireless broadband network in the Sao Paulo region using certain radio

freqüêñcies. That endeavor was the focus of On Telecoin's operations.

10. Sequoia also owned a set of spectrum licenses in the Sao Paulo region. Sequoia

had no operations, however, and no business was built around Sequoia's licenses. These licenses

were previously owned by On Telecom and transferred to Sequoia in the hopes of facilitating a

potential sale. No such sale ever materialized.

11. Mr. Rakib co-founded the predecessor of On Telecom in or about 2011.

Additional capital was needed to build out the broadband network infrastructure and expand the

spectrum license portfolio. And between 2012 and 2014, Qu2±m and International Finance

Corporation ("IFC"), the private investment arm of the World Bank Group, made substantial

investments in Quattro.

12. At the time Quattro and Mr. Rakib cñtered into the trãñsaction agreemeñt, and at

the time of the breach (the fourth quarter of 2015), the equity and capital structure of Quattro was

as follows:

Shareholder Capital Units Percentage

Contribution Ownership
(USD)

Q:: tur $98.84 million 98,842,410 66.1%

IFC $27.5 million 27,500,000 18.4%

Zaki Rakib $17.40 million 17,404,501 11.6%

Others $5.77 million 5,769,571 3.9%
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Quattro also issued a limited number of Series B units and Series C units. The Series B units and

Series C units had no voting rights and were subordinated to the Series A units.

13. Building a new wireless broadband network is capital-intensive and, as noted

above, Quattro's primary members (Quantum, IFC, and Rakib) invested almost $150 million in

Quattro between 2011 and 2014. The company's early business plan was to operate at a deficit

in its early years as the network was built out and commercial operations launched, but, as its

subscriber base expanded, become profitable around the end of 2015.

14. In addition to the capital ccñtributions from its shareholders, Quattro and its

subsidiaries also borrowed funds to build the business. For instañce, in 2012, On Telecom

entered into a leasing facility agrccmcñ‡ with Itau Bank to borrow up to BRL 20.0 millian (PO30,

PO39, P071) (~$9.9 million at applicable exchañgc rates). And in 2014, IFC provided additional

funding to On Telecom in the form of a loan facility for BRL 75.2 million ($30 million) (P019).

That loan is guaranteed by Quattro Brasil (P050).

The Brazilian Recession and On Telecam's Diminishing Prospects

15. In late 2014, the Quattro Group engaged BTG Pactual and LionTree, two

prominent investment banks, to raise additional capital for the business. In the first two quarters

of 2015, nearly 150 potential investors were contacted. A list of the investors solicited by the

company's advisors is attached to Quattro's interrogatory responses, which I signed (PO69).

Though several entities expressed some initial interest in the company and conducted due

diligence, not a single individual or entity decided to invest. In other words, there did not seem

to be any market for the shares or the company.

16. The attempted capital raise also coincided with the start of a major economic

contraction in Brazil. The recession severely diminished the prospects of the business and
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seemed to eliminate the market for Quattro's shares and materially impair the company's ability

to raise money.

17. By June of 2015, I no longer believed that Quattro's business was viable.

Operating expenses overwhelmed reveñües. I did not see how this could change based on the

company's trajectory. For instance, in June 2015, the business reported net revenues after sales

tax of BRL 2.7 million (~$0.9 million) against total expenses (service related costs, salaries,

sales and marketing, and other operations costs) of BRL 8.5 million (~$2.7 million), resulting in

a monthly EBITDA loss of approximately BRL 5.8 million (~$1.9 million).1 The monthly

results showed no signs of improvement with monthly EBITDA losses rañgiñg between BRL 4

million and BRL6 million from July 'l4 through June '15. These figures come from On

Telecom's June 2015 operating report (P015).

18. The monthly reveñüc shortfall and negative EBITDA does not even account for

the Quattro Group's heavy debt load, accounts payables, or capital expenditures. In June 2015,

the Quattro Group owed approximately BRL 94.93 million under its fiñâñciñg arrañgements and

BRL 26.13 million in accounts payable to various suppliers (liabilities of~$38.5 million at the

BRL:USD exchange rate of 3.109:1, applicable on June 30, 2015). The situation did not get any

better in the months that followed. P018 (July report); PO20 (August Report); PO27 (September

Report).

19. In addition, in June 2015, the business spent BRL 1.5 million (~$0.5 million) in

capital expenditures, increasing further the ñêgative cash outlays.

1EBITDA stands for earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. It is a commely used iiicarsüre
of operating profitability.
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20. These were the conditions that the company faced when the Board met in early

June 2015. I attended that meeting, as did Mr. Rakib. The board meeting was recorded in

detailed Board minutes and presented a dire picture of the company and its prospects (P043).

The company was underperforming by nearly every measure.

21. Several terms of art appear in the board minutes and I will explain their

significance:

a. ARPU -ARPU is short for Average Revenue Per User. The minutes reflect that

the büsiñess's ARPU was much lower than prejected due to discounts and

delinquency.

b. SAC - SAC is short for subscriber acqüisition cost. This is the cost to the

company for each new end-user (including marketing, sales and user equipment

costs). These costs were much higher than expected.

c. Opex burn - This is the rate at which operating expenses exceeded revenues. This

was also much higher than expected.

d. Churn - This is the number of users, often expressed as percentage of the total

subscriber base, that drop the service each month. Churn was much higher than

expected.

22. In other words, the company was failing in nearly every essential metric. These

metrics are often referred to as KPIs or Key Performance Indicators.

23. The June 2 board minutes reflect that the business would need at least another $75

million and see meaningful improvement in the KPIs to approach breakeven ( i.e. become a

sustainabic business). The board noted the challengiñg recessionary environment and that the

full extent of its impact or duration was unknowable at the time. I agreed with those

assessments. The board mim1tes further reflect that Mr. Adhikiari, another member of the

board, noted that "improvement needed in unit economics to get to a sustainable level is very

drastic and suggested that at current SAC, churn needs to be even below the Company's long-
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term target for subscriber economics to be
profitable."

In other words, drastic improvement was

needed to create even the possibility of a sustâiñabic business, even with substantial additional

investment. I wholchcartedly agreed with Mr. Adhikiari. For all these reasons, Quañtum was

unwilling to invest additional money into the company, a point also reflected in the board

minutes.

24. The June 2 board minutes further show that Mr. Szlezak reported on the

company's need for capital and absence of any market for its shares or willingness of any

outsiders to invest:

the cost to reach cash flow breakeven, assuming significant

improvement in unit economics, is US$75 - US$100mm. Mr.

Szlezak further added that the equity capital raise, whereby the

Company reached out to an exhaustive list of potential investors

directly and through its advisors, has not been successful, and

resulted in a single party offering, on a non-binding basis, to invest

only US$5mm.

I agree and agreed with Mr. Szlezak's statcmeñt. The company cñgaged in an exhaustive

process through the first two quarters of 2015 to market the company's shares and core assets

and not a single concrete offer was made from any outside investors.

25. The June 2 board minutes also noted my view that we should aggressively pursue

a potential sale to a
"strategic,"

meaning a competitor who might be able to absorb and

incorporate Quattro's operations into its own. Quattro aggressively pursued such a sale around

this time and then again in 2016 after Mr. Rakib breached his agreement with Quattro.

Specifically, the company and its advisors engaged in discussions with Sky Brasil and Telefonica

among others. None saw value in Quattro or its assets.
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26. The June 2 board minutes also reflect the fact that the company ñeeded about $16

million in additional funds to fully fund the corspany's operations through the end of the 2015

calendar year.

27. At the meeting, Mr. Rakib posed a hypothetical about his acquisition of a majority

of the company's shares. He also pointed out at the meeting that "under current conditions, there

seemed to be no appetite to continue funding the
Business."

I suspected, at this point, that Mr.

Rakib had something in mind. And we quickly learned that this was not merely a hypothetical.

Just a few days after the board meeting, on June 8, 2015, Mr. Rakib made his initial offer to

acquire a controlling interest in the company-he offered $10 million for 55% of the compañy-

ultimately leading to the $7.5 million transaction agrccmcñt.

28. We were a bit surprised by the offer becaüse the company's prospects appeared

dire and SFM (through myself and Mr. Szelak) had repeatedly informed Mr. Rakib that it saw

few to no prospects for the business, that it was unwilling to invest additional capital, and that

the shareholders of Quattro would receive nothing in the event of bankruptcy.

29. The following emails from Mr. Rakib, which had been attached to a prior

affidavit I submitted in this action, dated February 22, 2018, confirm Mr. Rakib's knowledge of

Quattro's value and SFM's view:

a. Mr. Rakib writes in a June 5. 2015 email: "I am being told that the value of my
equity is

zero,"
adding "Soros with their army of analysts decided not to invest a

penny! They decided to depart from a $100M investment and do not want to put

good money on bad
one"

(emphasis added). P006, Ex. F [pg. 172].

b. Mr. Rakib was told by an associate in an email that "Soros has effectively stated

in the [June 2 board meeting] that the price per share at which they are willing to

fund is
zero."

P006, Ex G [pg. 165].
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30. Mr. Rakib's offer gave us pause. While Mr. Rakib and the SFM team were not

always on the same page about how to run On Telecom's business, we thought of Mr. Rakib as a

very smart investor. My immediate reaction to his proposal was, what does he see that we are

missing? We re-examined our assumptions and the company's performance to date and

concluded that we were not missing anything. Four facts solidified our view.

a. The company needed US $75 million to even have a chance.

b. The company's debt load-at least BRL 121 million (~$38.5 million) and

growing fast-was unsustainable.

c. Even with $75 million, KPIs would have to dramatically improve, something that

we had not been able to accomplish. We thought this extremely unlikely.

d. We also saw no hope of raising the necessary capital. We had already engaged in

an exhaustive attempt to market the company and its assets to investors over six

months and not a single substantive offer had come in. We recognized that

perhaps Mr Rakib, as a controlling shareholder, might be able to tap into other

pools of capital that we were unable to reach.

31. We also speculated that there could have been an emotional component to Mr.

Rakib's offer. Mr. Rakib, along with Fares Nassar, had founded the compañy and it was very

much his brainchild. He did not want to see the company go down, perhaps thought we had

made mistakes, and thought he could orchestrate a miracle turnaround.

32. In other words, I, and the rest of the SFM team, was extremely skeptical. Mr.

Rakib's offer, however, was the best and only offer the company had. The team at SFM

recommended that Quattro and its shareholders and lenders proceed with Mr. Rakib's

investment, while condnning to pursue other opportunities in parallel. Mr. Rakib's proposal was

seen as a last resort. Quattro's main shareholders (Quantum, Mr. Rakib, and IFC) negotiated the

terms of the trañsaction over the next couple of months.
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33. At the June 2 board meeting, the company decided to halt growth expenditures

and implement cash preservation initiatives to extend the time before collapse. The theüght was

that it would maximize the time to explore final strategic alternatives, including raising capital or

a strategic sale.

34. In July, August, and September, the company re-er.gaged with petchtial investors

and the strategic compañics (includiñg Telefonica and Sky Brazil) who had indicated some level

of interest in the past. All declined to invest, despite our willingness to essentially give the

company away for free.

35. Without any other options, the transaction agreement was executed on or about

October 9, 2015 (P0002, Ex. A). Rakib's payment would be due within seven days after Anatel,

Brazil's telecommuchtions regulatory agency, approved the transaction. Anatel approved the

transaction on November 2, 2015. Upon consummation of the transaction, Mr. Rakib's

ownership interest in Quattro would increase from 11.6% to 70.6%. But Rakib never paid.

36. As part of the negotiation, Quantum (the investor managed by SFM) and IFC

eventually agreed to put in additienal capital if Mr. Rakib was also willing to make a second $7.5

million payment (on top of the $7.5 million he had already agreed to invest). That would have

brought Mr. Rakib's total contribution to $15 million- As a formal matter, the terms stated that,

after his initial $7.5 million payment, Mr. Rakib had the right to make a mandatory $12.5 million

capital call, which would obligate him to put in an additional $7.5 million, with $2.5 million

coming from each of Qu-.n+"m and IFC. In the event Mr. Rakib decided to make that call, that

would bring the total new shareholder investment to $20 million, enough to fully fund the

business for several months. This obligation appears in Quattro's Third Amcñded and Restated
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Operating Agreement ("3rd LLC Agreement"), which was to go into effect when Mr. Rakib

performed (i.e., paid the $7.5 million due pursuant to the Transaction Agrecrñent). (P002, Ex B).

37. This was a package deal. Quantum agreed to the potential second round to help

bring IFC on board and secure Mr. Rakib's initial $7.5 million investment.

38. Moreover, and this is critical, Quattro and the Board, including Mr. Rakib, had

been informed by its advisers that there were liabilities that could trickle up to Quattro and even

Quattro's shareholders under Brazilian bankruptcy law in the event of a liquidation, namely,

unpaid tax liabilities and employee wages and severance costs. This was another reason why

Quantum was keen to reduce its ownership percentage and had written down the value of its

shares to zero.

39. As it turns out, those concerns were far from academic. As noted below, since

Mr. Rakib's default, Quantum has loaned Quattro over $7.5 million in ccññêction with the wind-

down of the business to ensure an orderly wind-down and protect Quattro and the shareholders

from those Brazilian liabilities. Quattro is unlikely to be able to pay off that indebtednest

Quattro's Assets and Liabilities at the Time of the Breach

(on or around November 9. 2015),

40. Mr. Rakib's payment was due on November 9, 2015.

41. On or around that date Quattro's liabilities greatly exceeded its assets.

42. The company had a bank account with Citibank. On or about November 1, 2015,

the account had a balance of $161,435.60. The balance was unchanged on November 9, 2015.

On November 30, 2015, the account had a balance of $132,803.60. And on Decerater 31, 2015,

the account's balance was $104,888.98 (PO57).
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43. The company's only other material asset was its indirect subsidiary, On Telecom,

the heavily indebted Brazilian operating business.

44. On Telecom's major liabilities on or around Noycmbct 9, 2015, included the

following:

ldlags

The International Finance Corporation Loan -------------BRL 81,649,945

The Itau bank leasing facilities ------------------BRL 16,647,000

Santandar Loan ------- ¬-------------------------------BRL 3,000,000

Fiber IRU Obligations

Avvio Phase I-------------------------- ------ BRL 12,073,119

Avvio Phase II--------------------------------------------BRL 9,133,774

Telsinc----------------------------------------------------------BRL 1,540,713
TOTAL-------------------------------------- ----BRL 124,045,251

~USD 32.677,8842

These specific figures come from the Base Case budget, prepared for Quattro's Board on or

about October 30, 2015 (P047, at 7). The budget was transmitted to the Board by email from On

Telecom's CEO, Fams Nassar (P046). These figures exclude certain accumulated past due

liabilities (PO27, at 12). So the actual indebtedness at the time was higher.

45. Tañgible assets were limital to several bank accounts and equipmcñt.

46. Around that time, On Telecom held approximately BRL 12,000,000 in its bank

accounts, much of that a reserve for a potential liquidation. PO27 at 3, P014 at 2.

47. The company also reported on its 2015 audited flñãncidl reports that it owned

property and equipment with a carrying value of approximately BRL 60 million. This carrying

value was based on the cost of the equipment and adjusted for accü-ü!ated depreciation based

on estimates for the useful life and residual value. This proved to be materially different than the

2 At the applicable 3.796:1 BRL/USD exchange rate on November 9, 2015.
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fair value of the equipment in sale. I can confirm that On Telecom attempted to sell that

equipment over the next few years and recouped approximately BRL 5,000,000, at most, $ 2-3

million dollars.

48. The other major asset of the company was its Spectrum Licenses, owned by

Sequioa and On Telecom. Those assets did not have value on or around November 2015. A

point Rakib confirmed repeatedly in affidavits submitted in this action (e.g. P007 ¶ 49): "The

Spectrum Rights were virtually
worthless."

The company was unable to sell these licenses to

any interested buyers; there was no market for the licenses. And the company ended up

transferring the licenses back to Anatel, the Brazilian agency in charge of the licenses, for

nothing.

49. While On Telecom obtained a valuation for the licenses (and really the business)

two years before Mr. Rakib's breach (P013), in 2013, that valuation was largely obsolete by

November 2015. That is because the analysis was built around future profitability projections. I

already testified on the nature of that analysis in an affidavit submitted in this action on or about

(P006 ¶¶ 14-18). I made the point that the analysis was obsolete because, in the fall of 2015, On

Telecom was not close to realizing the profitability projections upon which the valuation was

based. I repeat and reiterate that testimony here (¶¶ 14-23) and would like to emphasize one

point. The Spectrum Valuation Report, prepared in 2013, projects that in 2016, the
companies'

EBITDA would be BRL 35 Million (25 + 10). P013 at 55, 57. The valuation in the spectrum

report is based upon those projections. Meanwhile, the company's actual budget for 2016,

prepared on or around October 30, 2015, projects an EBITDA loss of BRL -50 million (P047 at

9).
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The Guarantees and Quattro's Obligations.

50. Certain debts of On Telecom were guaranteed by On Telec0m's parents. See

PO44 and PO50.

51. And the Althea consulting agoozuent was a direct c0ñtrãct between Quattro and

Althea. P045, PO21, PO22, PO23. As of November 2015, Quattro owed Althea approximately

$947,052.83 pursuant to that agreement (P023).3

52. Thus, there was substantial indebtedñess, even at the holding company level.

SFM's Valuation

53. As noted above, I was a member of the private equity team at SFM. The team

managed a portfolio of private equity investments on behalf of Qüâñtam. Part of our

responsibility was to value those investments. Annex I to my affidavit is a chart I prepared

documenting Quantum's carrying value (i.e. its valuation) for its investment in Quattro. I was

part of the team that valued the investment and I prepared the chart.

54. Between 2012, the date of Quantum's initial investment, and November 30, 2013,

SFM's carryiñg value equaled its equity investment The value was lowered at that point

because KPIs were lagging, more capital would be needed then initially expected, and there was

uncertainty about being able to raise that capital. In July 2014, we raised the carrying value back

to the approximate amount of our equity investment. That is when IFC made a substa.ntial

commitment to invest in the compañy (both equity and debt), which provided more certainty of

capital to fund the business. Through 2015, we slowly marked the value of the investment down,

as the company's under-performance appeared to be endemic and the economic and market

3
By agree=nt, the Althea debt was fixed at the USD amount of BRL 2,450,000, on or about July 14, 2015

($947,052.83) (PO23).
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conditions in Brazil deteriorated further, and the risk of raising no capital (for a business which

needed it due to losses) continued to increase. On September 30, 2015, we marked the value of

the investment to zero. At that point, we did not think there was any prospect of a return on the

investment. It remains zero today.

The Company's Performance Post-Breach.

55. Following Rakib's 2015 breach, Quattro continued to aggressively solicit bids for

the company and its assets. Several investors showed interest and one, RK Partners, even signed

a non-binding Memorandum of Understanding. In the end, though, after a long due-diligence

period, RK Partners, a highly respected firm in Brazil, elected not to purchâse the company.

56. Ricardo Knocpfdescher and Olinto A. S. Sant'Ana, who were affiliated with RK

Partñers, did approach Quattro after RK Partners passed, in November 2016, and made an offer

to acquire the compañy themselves, for nothing, and only if Quattro's shareholders were

willing to provide all new required funding and to assume certain contingent liabilities of the

company.

57. The offer was rejected, but the reason why the offer was not crazy is because the

Quattro investment carried substantial risk. Quattro's Brazilian advisers informed the company

that in the event of a bankruptcy, certain liabilities would likely trickle up to the sharchõlders,

namely tax liabilities, employee wages, and certain panah if On Telecom abruptly cut off its

internet service without providing sufficient notice to its end users. That is why Quattro (through

a series of loans provided by Qüantum, its controlling shareholder) continued to provide certain

fáñdiñg for the business of its subsidiaries for some time. That funding ensured that those core

liabilities were properly resolved, thus protecting the interests of Quattro and its shareholders,

which included Mr. Rakib.
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58. In fact, since December 31, 2016, when the company began to formally wind-

down its operations, Qü2ñms has issued a series of loans to Quattro, totaling $7,693,725, in

order to fund an orderly wind-down of the Brazilian business. The most recent loan was issued

in November 2019. P034, P040-P042, PO58-P068.

59. In other words, Quattro wasn't just valueless in Noycmber 2015, it carried a

negative value. That is why Mr. Ricardo Knoepfelmacher and Olinto A. S. Sant'Ana were only

willing to acquire the company if the risk was assumed by the existing investors (i.e. Qü±ñmm,

Mr. Rakib, and IFC).

60. Thus, the price at which the shares would change hands between a willing buyer

and a willing seller, with reasonable kñcwledge of the relevant facts is, at most, zero.

61. Finally, I am only aware of a single sale concerning shares of Quattro since June

of 2015. In December 2016, three minor shareholders entered into an agreement with Qü2ñtum

pursuant to which they sold their shares of Quattro to Quantum for a penny. PO56.

__
JO A 110- ALKER

Signed and sworn to before me
This 31st

day of January, 2020

No Public

VICKI VARGAS
Notary Public, State of New York

No. 01VA6389513
Qualified in New York County

Commissica Expires March 25,2013
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